GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA

Rc.No. 02/E2/2019

Dt: 12-02-2020

PRESS NOTE

It is here by informed that the list of selected candidates for second level (National Level/stage II) National Talent Search Examination who have appeared for NTSE November 2019 held on 03-11-2019 is kept in website ‘http://bse.telangana.gov.in’ for the information of the students and public.

Hall tickets/Admission letter for National Level Talent Search Examination (NTS Stage II Examination) which is scheduled to be held on 10th May 2020 can be down loaded from the NCERT website www.ncert.nic.in in the month of April 2020.

As per NCERT instructions all OBC non creamy layer candidates have to produce national/central list current OBC certificates within 10 days of the result in format which is attached here with in the above said web site. therwise admit cards/Hall tickets for NTSE stage –II will not be issued to these candidates. Hence, all the OBC non creamy layer candidates are requested to submit the OBC non creamy layer certificates in the stated format on or before 22.02.2020 to the mail ID: dirgovexam.ts@gmail.com.

Sd/- A Satyanarayana Reddy
DIRECTOR

Copy Submitted to the Commissioner, Information & Public Relations Department with a request for wide publicity by publishing the contents of the note in all leading dailies under news item and in the print and electronic media.

To All the District Educational Officers in the state to instruct for publication of the press note in the highly circulated daily newspapers of the district.

To all the Assistant Commissioners for Govt. Examinations in the state.

//ATTESTED//

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

11-02-2020.
ప్రస్తుతం నిమిషా సంచాలన సిద్ధాంతి కలోరం బ్యాకు ఓర్డులు :: ప్రకారం

చిత్ర శిక్షను

వి.స. నాటి: 02/E2/2019

తి.: 17 - 02 - 2020

2019 లో నాటి 3 ఎందరూ అడుగు పిల్లల అన్వయం #భూమి #వి.స. నాటి (బుల్లి జంతుల కొనుగోలు)

http://bse.telangana.gov.in లో పరిధి నియంత్రణ ప్రాముఖ్యత ఉంది. తేది 10-05-2020

అధికారాన్ని సంచారం ప్రష్ణానియత (బుల్లి జంతుల కొనుగోలు) #వి.స. నాటి. తేది ముగిసే సంచారం శ్రేష్ఠం

తప్పను లేదా #వి.స. నాటి #వి.స. నాటి. తేది ముగిసే సంచారం శ్రేష్ఠం

వ్యాఖ్యలు కోసం స్థానము నివృత్తం కేంద్ర పాత్రానిక సంస్థలు గుర్తించిన ప్రతి సంచారం ప్రయానం నిషాదాలు ప్రాముఖ్యత ఉంది. సంచారం సంపన్న వ్యాఖ్యలు 10-05-2020 తేదికి సంచారం ప్రాముఖ్యత ఉంది.

అధికారాన్ని సంచారం ప్రష్ణానియత (బుల్లి జంతుల కొనుగోలు) #వి.స. నాటి. తేది ముగిసే 

సంచారం శ్రేష్ఠం 

22.02.2020 తేది ప్రాముఖ్యత ఉంది. dirgovexams.tg@gmail.com లో అడుగు కలుపాలి.

నే/ బుల్లి జంతుల కొనుగోలు

లభాపతి

//ముఖపత్రం//

(2200)

చిత్ర శిక్షను రాయానిల్ల
Prescribed Format of OBC NCL Certificate

FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY OTHER BACKWARD CLASSES APPLYING FOR APPOINTMENT TO POSTS/ADMISSION TO CENTRAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (CEIs), UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

This is to certify that Shri/ Smt./Kum. ........................................................................................................ Son/ Daughter of
Shri/ Smt. ............................................................................................................................................. of Village/ Town
..................................................................................................................................................... District/Division ................................................................

in the ........................................................................................................................................... Community which is recognized as a backward class under:

(i) Resolution No.12011/68/93-BCC (C) dated 10/09/93 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part I Section I No.186 dated 13/09/93.
(ii) Resolution No.12011/9/94-BCC dated 19/10/94 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part I Section I No.163 dated 20/10/94.
(iii) Resolution No.12011/7/95-BCC dated 21/05/95 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part I Section I No.88 dated 25/05/95.
(iv) Resolution No.12011/96/94-BCC dated 9/03/96.
(vi) Resolution No.12011/13/97-BCC dated 03/12/97.

Shri/Smt./Kum. ............................................................................................................................ and/or his family ordinarily reside(s) in the
..................................................................................................................................................... District/Division of ......................... state. This is also to certify that he/she does not
belong to the persons/section (Creamy Layer) mentioned in Column 3 of the Schedules of the Government of India. Department of
dated 09/03/2004

Dated: ........................................ District Magistrate/ Deputy Commissioner/ Competent Authority

Seal

NOTE:

(a) The term Ordinarily used here will have the same meaning as in Section 20 of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.
(b) The authorities competent to issue Caste Certificates are indicated below:
(i) District Magistrate/ Additional Magistrate/ Collector/ Deputy Commissioner/ Additional Deputy Commissioner/ Deputy Collector/ 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate/ Sub-Divisional Magistrate/ Tahsildar Magistrate/ Executive Magistrate/ Extra Assistant Commissioner (not below the rank of 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate)
(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/ Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/ Presidency Magistrate.
(iii) Revenue Officer not below the rank of Tehsildar and
(iv) Sub-Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and/or his family resides.